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ABSTRACT

Charmaitl-2l{ charmarite-3?, quintinite-2l{, quintinite-3Iand caresite-3lare a group of new catbonate minerals with the
general formula Ii1t2*4N1,2(OH)nCO3.3HrO (4:2 minerals). They are structurally and chemically related to the hydrotalcite-
manasseite group (6:2 minerals), Superlattice reflections in the single-crystal X-ray photographs suggest ordering ofcations in
the 4:2 mineralso whereas the cations of the 6:2 minerals are disordered. 2Il and 37 designate ttre 2-layered hexagonal and
3-layered trigonal structures, respectively. All five species are late-stage hydrothermal minerals in alkaline rocks, and are
associated with nany rare mineral species. Quintinite-zfi occurs at the Jacupiranga mine, 56o Paulo, Braz;l; charmaite'2H,
charmarite-3f and quintinite-3? occur at Mont Saint-Hilaire, Quebec; caresite-3Z occurs at Mont Saint-Hilaire and at the
Corporation Quarry, Montreal, Quebec. In habit, they range from thin plates to fhick tabular crystals, it some cases forrning
pyramidal or.or"11g-like aggregates. They generally range from yellow to brown, occasionally colorless to pale blue. All
are transparent, with a white streak and vitreous luster, are non-fluorescent, and have a Mohs hardness of approximately 2.
All are brittle, witl a perfect {001} cleavage and uneven fracture. The measured densities are: channarite-2H 2,47(l),
charmaliw3T2.4S(l), quintinite-2fland quintinite4i" 2J4(l),caresiw3T2.59(l) gcfr. Charmarite-2I/is uniaxial negative,
co = 1.58?(1), e = 1.547(l); charmarite-3f is uniaxial negative, ro = 1.587(l), e undetermined; quintinite-2l/ is uniaxial
positive, ol=1.533(l),e =1.533(l);quintinite-3?isuniaxialpositiveornegative,ro =1.533(1),e =1.533(1);caresite-3f
is uniaxial negative, o = 1.599(1), e = 1.570(1). All are generally pleochroic, with only the near-end-member quintinite-3?
being non-pleochroic. Charmarite-2F is hexagonal, space group^P6Q2, a 10.9^85(5), c l5.l0(2) A, y 1578(3) I.3, Z = 4;
charmarite-3I is trigonal, P3rl2 or P3rl2, a 10.985(3), c 22.63(3) A, V 2366(4) At, Z = 6; quin 'nite-2l/is hexagonal, P6t22,
al}.s7t(t),ct5.t39(7)A,ytaOS(l) A',2=4;quinrinite-3risff igonal,BrL)rorP3zl2,alO.558(2),c22.71(3)4,V2192(3)
At, Z = 6; caresite-3ris trigonal, P3l2 or P3212, a 10.805, c 22.45(3) A, V2n3@) Az, Z= 6. The following ideal
formulae were developed from electron-microprobe analysis coupled with TGA-EGA data in some cases: charmarite-2i/
and charmarite-3n Mn4Alr(oH)12CO3.3H2O; quintinite-2I/ and quintinite-3f: Mg4AIr(OH)12CO3.3H2O; caresite-3l:
FeaAlr(OII)pCO3'3H2O. IR specfta are given for all five species.

Keryords: charmarite-2f/, charmarite-3f, quintinite-21/, quintinite-3I, carcsite-3f, new mineral species, hydrotalcite,
manasseite, Jacupiranga mine, Brazil, Mont Saiat-Hilaire, Corporation Quarry, Montreal, Quebec.

Sonrutans

ks nouvelles espBces charmarite-2fi, charmarite-3T, quintinite-2f/, quintinite-3Tet cmesite-3?constituent une gloupe de
mindraux carbonat6s ayant la formule chimique gfu1rale I,tP*aAlk2(OfDr2CO3.3H2O (min6raux 4:2). Xs sont structuralement
et chimiquement apparent6s au groupe de la hydrotalcite - manasseite group (mindraux 6:2). La pr6seice de r6flexions d'une
surstructure dans les clich6s de pr&ession X indiquent une mise en ordre dans les min6raux 4:2, tandis que les cations sont
ddsordonnds dans le cas des min6rau:r 6:2. l,es symboles 2Il et 3Tindiquent les structures hexagonale, i deux couches, et
trigonale, d trois couches, respectivement. I.es cinq espBces sont tardives et d'origine hydrothermale dans des roches alcalines,
et sont associ6es i plusieurs especes rares. La quintinite-zfi a 6td d6couverte d la mine Jacupiranga, province de 56o
Paulo, Br6sil; la charnarite-2H, h charmarite-3I et la quintinite-3T ont ete d6couvertes au mont Saint-Hilaire, Qu6bec; la
caresit€-3f est pr€sente aussi bien au mont Saint-Hilairc qu'i la carridre Corporation, i Montrdal, Qu6bec. Ces min6raux se
pr6sentent en plaquettes minces ou 6paisses, et en certains cas en amas pyramidaux ou en rosette. En g6n6ral' ce sont des
minfl4ua j6u1ss i bruns, et plus rarement, incolores d bleu pile. Ils sont transparents, avec une rayure blanche et un 6clat
vitreux; ils ne sont pas fluorescents, et ont une duretd de Mohs d'environ 2. Tous sont cassatrts, avec un clivage {001 } partait
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et une cassue indgale. l,es densit6s mesur6es sont: chafinarite-2H 2,47(l), charmarits-3T 2.48(1), quintinite-2a et quintinite-3f
2.14(l), caesia-3r 2.59(l) g/cm3. La charmarite-2lI est uniaxe n6gative, @ = 1.587(1), e = 1.547(l); la charmarite-3Iest
uniaxen6gative,ro =1.587(1),e nonddtermin6. I,aquintinite-zaestuniaxepositive,ol =1.533(1),e =1.533(l);laquintinite-
3?estuniaxepositiveoun6gative,ro =1.533(1),e =1.533(1).Lacaxesite-3festuniaxen6gative,o =1.599(1),e =1.570(l).
Tous sont pl6ochroiques, en gdn6ral; seule la quintinite-3ldont la composition est presque celle^du p6le est non pl6ochrolque.
Lacharmaite-2H esthexagonale,groupespatialP6r22,aL0.9S^5(5),c15.10(2)A,y1578(3) N,Z=4;lacharmarite-3rest
trigonale, P3*12 on P3rl2, a 10.985Q), c 22.63(3) A,V 2366(4) A3, Z= 6. La quintinite-2l/est hexagonale, P6722, a 10.571(-1),
c 15.139(7) A, v 1465(1) l.3, Z = 4:1a quintinite-3r est trigonale, P3l2 ot P32L2, a 10.558Q), c 22.71(3) A, V ZtSZllT A',
Z = 6. La caresite-3Z est trigonale, P3l2 ou P3212, a 10.805, c 22.48(3) A, V 2273(4) [t, Z = 6. Les formules id6ales
suivantes ddcoulent des r6sultats d'aaalyses i la microsonde 6lectronique, de donn6es thermogravim6triques et, dans certains
cas, d'analyse des gaz 6volu6s: chamarite-2,F/ et charmarite-3n Mn4Alr(OH)rrCO3.3H2O; quintinite-2f/ et quintinite-3l
MgAlr(OIf)pCO:.3HzO; caxesite-3f: FeaAl2(OII)pCO3.3HrO. Les spectres de transmission daas l'infra-rouge sont pr6sent6s
pour les cinq espbces.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: charmaIite-Za, charmarite-3l, quintinite-2.F/, quintinite-3f, caresite-3f, nouvelles espdcas min{nlss, fuydrotalcite,
manassdite, mine de Jacupiranga, Br6sil, mont Saint-Flilaire, carrilre Corporation, Montr6al, Qu6bec.

INIRoDUCTIoN

A new group of carbonate minerals with the general
fomula i12+4A13*r(OH) rrCO3.3H2O (or 4: 2 mi n erals)
includes chatmarjte-2H and charmarite-3I in which
M =Mn, quintinite-2f/and quintinite-3Iin which M=
Mg, and caresite-3f in which M = Fe. The 2H form
of caresite-37has not yet been found. This group of
minerals was formerly designated as UK 58 (Chao
et aI. I99O) and are chemically and structurally related
to the hydrotalcite and manasseite groups:
fu12.6It3'2(OH),uCO3.4H2O (or 6:2 minerals) where rl4*
= Mg and Ni, and Il/[3* = Cr, Fe, Al, Co and Mn.
Chaxmarite-zH, charmarite-3Z, quintinite-3Z and
caresite-3Z occur in the quarries at Mont Saint-Ifilaire,
Rouville Cormty, Quebec. Quintinite-2Eis found in the
Jacupiranga mins, $[s Paulo, Brazil. Caresite-37also
occurs in construction excavations in the old
Corporation quarry, Mont Royal, Montreal, Quebec.
Charmarite (pronounced CHAR . IvIARAID is named
for Charles H. (b. 1917) andMarcnlle (b. 1918) Weber,
amateur minsmlogigfs from Guilford, Connecticut,
co-finders of tle 2Il form of the mineral. Quintinite
(KW!N . Ti . NAIT) is named for Quintin Wight
(b. 1935), of Ottaw& Ontario, author of The Complete
Book of Micromaunting (1993). Caresite (IGR .SAn)
is named for Stephen (b. 1909) and Janet (b. l92L)
Cares, amateur mineralogists from Sudbury, Massachu-
setts, co-finders of the mineral. All are mineral
collectors who have contributed significantly to the
study of the minerals from Mont Saiut-Hilaire. The
suffixes 2H atd 37denote the two-layered hexagonal
and three-layered trigonal forms, respectively. These
new minerals and their names have been approved by
the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names.
IMA. Cotype material is housed in the collection of the
Canadian Museum of Nature, Ouawa, under catalogue
numbers CMNMI81542, CMNMI81543 and CMNMI
8 I 544 (charmarite-2//); CMNM 8 1545 (charmarite-3T);
CMNMI81546, CMNMI 47266 and CMNMI81548

(quintinite-2l1); CMNMI 81549 (quintinite-37);
CMNMI 81550. CMNMI 81551 and CMNMI 81552
(caresite-37), and in the collection of the Royal Ontario
Museum, Toronto, under catalogue numbers M45L94,
M46765 and M46766 (charmaite-2ll); M46767
(charmarite-37)i M46768, M46769 afi M46770
(quintinite-2l1) ; M4677 7 (quintinite-37) ; M46772,
M46773 andM46774 (caresite-37). In this paper, we
present the physical and chemical data that establish
these species as new minerals in a group that is distinct
from the hydrotalcite-manasseite group.

Occunnmvcr

Charmaite-2H, charmarite-3 f, quintinite-3 7 and
caresite-3Zwere found in the alkaline complex of Mont
Saint-Hilaire, Quebec, one of ten related complexes
colectively known as tle Monteregian Hills. Mont
Saint-Hilaire is well known for its large suite of rare
minerals (Horv6th & Gault 1990, Mandarino &
Anderson 1989), which now numbers 313 known
species. The new species described herein occur as
late-stage hydrolSsrmal minerals in miarolitic cavities
and in pegmatitic bodies within nepheline syenite.
Charmarite-2H was collected by the Webers n L971
and 1976 from the Demix quarry. Other specimens
were collected by Jan Van Luling in 1981 from the
Demix quarry and by Stephen and Janet Cares in 1988
from the Poudrette quarry. Charmarite-3Zwas collected
by the Cares n L975 from the Demix quarry. Both
polyfypes of charmarite are associated with analcime,
natrolite, microcline, aegfuine, astophyllite, tehanatrolite,
catapleiite, calcite, siderite, rhodochrosite, burbankite,
kutnohorite and an amorphous phase. Quintinite-3?
was collected from tle second level of ttre Demix
quarry in 1973 by L6szl6 and Elsa Horvdth. It is asso-
ciated with analcime, natrolite, tefranatolite, aegirine,
calcite, siderite, fluorite, pyrite, biotite, donnayite-(Y)
and ancylite-(Ce). In anotler occurrence, face emounts
of quintinite-3Z were identified in aggregates of
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Frc. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of: a) charmarite-2F fuom Mont Saint-Hilaire, Quebec, b) quintinite-2? from

the Jacupiraiga mine, Sdo pauto, nrazil, c) caresite-3l from Mont Saint-Hilaie, Quebec, and d) caresite-3I from the
Corporation quarry, Montreal, Quebec.

muscovite crystals. Caresite-3Zwas collected from the
Poudrette quarry by Stephen and Janet Cares in 1989
andby one of the authors (GYC) in tle late 1980s; it is
associated with microcline, analcime, natrolite, calcite,
a vermiculite- or smectite-group mineral, chamosite
and aegirine. Caresite-3Talso was found in 1955 by Dr.
Peter Tarassoff in a construction excavation in the old
Corporation quarry on Mont Royal, also one of the
Monteregian Hills. This locality, situated in the city of
Montreal, is now buried beneath a sports facility and is
inaccessible. Here, caresite-3Z occurs in small cavities
in a nepheline syenite dike, in association witl
analcime, microcline, natrotte, tetanatrolite, aegirine,
siderite, biotite, anatase, hematite, nordstrandite,
dawsonite, berthierine, lovozerite, zircon, fluorite and
pyrite. Quintinite-2I/ occurs in vugs in dolomitic
carbonatite at the Jacupirangn mine, 56o Paulo, Brazil,
and is associated with dolomite, magnetite, fluorapatite,
phlogopite, pyrite, calcite, chalcopyrite and pynhotite.
The material fromthis locality was originally described
as manasseite (Menezes & Martins 1984).

Pnvsrcal- axp OPT rcar PnoPsRnF,s

Charmarite-2fl occurs as tabular hexagonal crystals
to 0.5 mm across @ig. La), commonly stacked along
[0001] to form pagoda-like aggregates up to 1 mm
long, and as thin mica-like plates in some cases
forming star-shaped aggregates. The stacked tabular
crystals can show parallel-growth features along
t00011. The most common forms observed are {0001}
and { 1010}. It is transparenl orange-brown, pale brown,
pale blue or colorless. Charmaite-2H is opticaly
negative, with weak pleochroism in pale-blue varieties,
c0 = colorless, s = pale blue, and strong pleochroism
in the orange-brown varieties, ot = ofttnge-brownn I =
very pale brown. Cha:marite-37occurs as thin {0001}
plates forrring caps at the free end of prismatic crystals'
or as stacked tabular crystals that taper off at the other
end to give an overall appearance of a nai1. The most

"ommon 
forms observed are {0001 } and { 1010i. It is

fiansparent, orange-brown to pale brown, and pleochroic
with co = brown, e - pale brown.
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TABLB 1. SELECTED PROPERTIES OF CHARMARITE. QUINTINNE AND CARESITB

CITARMARITE. CHAR.IIARITG
2H 3r

Spacegroup Pq22 P3l2orf32l2
a(,4) 10.985(5) 10.935(3)
c 15.10(2) n.$Q)
v(A) l5?s(3) 2366(4)
2 4 6

Optics uninial G) uniaxial G)
o 1.587( l )  1.587( l )
€ . 1.547(l) undetermined

D,*g/cmj 2.41(t) 2.48(l)
Du1"!cm" 2.50 2.50

QUINTINITE. QUIN.NNTTE. CARESITE"
ar ar aT

Pq22 P3t12orf32l2 P3l2orP32l2
10.57r(l) 10.558(2) 10.805(3)
15.13e(7) 22.71(3) 22.48(3)
1465(1) 21nQ) nn@)

4 6 6
miuial (+) uniaxia(+/-) uniaxial (-)

1.s33( l )  1.533( l )  . .1.599( l )
1.533(r) 1.533(1) 1.570(1)
2.14(1) 2.14(1) 2.s9(r)
2.15 2.14 2.59

Spd€ group

4A)

16)
z

Optiq

D*e/m:

MANASSEITE

l5J
129.00

I
eit*ial (-)

1.524
1.510
2.05
2.@

AnlciFvaeral (1996L Rdqt8 etal (1990).

Quintinite-2l/ occurs as equant crystals to 5 mm
across and as prismatic crystals to 3 mm long (Fig.
lb) displaying the forms {0001} and an {hkil}
trapezohedron with or without { 1010}. Quintinite-2lLl
crystals are transparent, ranging from a deep oftmge-
red to orange to pale brown. Altlough the indices
of refraction, e and c0, are equal within the error of
measurement (t 0.001), elongation determinations
show that the fast ray is always parallel to ro and the
slow ray is paxallel to e, indicating the optic sign to be
(+). It is pleochroic, with o - yeilow, e = lighter yellow.
Quintinite-3Z occurs as hexagonal tabular crystals on
i0001) to 1 mm across, commonly forming rosettes, in
some cases in an epitactic relationship with donnayite-
(Y). Common forms observed are {0001} and { 1010}.
Quintinite-37 is transparent, bright yellow to pale
yellow. Like quintinite-2H,the indices of refraction,
a and c0, are equal witlin the error of measurement
(-+ 0.001), but elongation determinations show that both
uniaxial (+) and (-) crystals are present on tle same
specimen. Most crystals observed are nonpleochroic;
however, one witl a Mg:Fe ratio of -1 is pleochroic,
wittr ro = dark green, e = light gfeen.

Caresite-3Z occlus as tabular crystals on {0001}
@igs. lc, d) and pyramidaf crystals to 0.5 mm, forming
irregular aggregates. Forms observed are {0001} and
{ 10-10}, generally with a hexagonal pyramid, which is
not consistetrt with the symmetry. This apparent form
may be caused by a combinarion of an {hohl trigonal
dipyramid and an {hh2hl} rhombohedron or by a
diminishing pinacoid during crystal growth. Caresite-3T

TABIA 2. SEI.ECIM PROPER]IES OT SYDROTAT,CITE AND MANASSEIIE is transparent and green-black, but is normally coated
with a fine-grained smectite or with chamosite.

All members of this group have a white streak,
vitreous luster and are nonfluorescent in ultraviolet
light. A1l are brittle, with a Mohs hardness of about 2,
have a perfect {0001 } cleavage and an uneven fracture.
Generally, tle measured densities compare well with
the calculated densities (Table 1). TWinniag qrag
observed only in the case of charmarite-3I, which is
twinned by rotation of 180o about c to give 3Il
pseudosymmetry.

Selected properties of quintinite, charmarite and
caresite are presented in Table 1, and those of
hydrotalcite and manasseite are shown in Table 2 for
comparison.

CHEIIcAL ColposnroN

Chemical analyses were done on (1) a Cambridge
Mcroscan MK5 electron microprobe with an operating
voltage of 15 kV and abeam current of 0.30 pA, using
the correction progxam EMPADR VII developed by
Rucklidge & Gasparrini (L969), and modified by D,
Marshall and P. Jones, and (2) aIEOL733 Superprobe
(wavelengtl-dispersion mode) with an operating
voltage of 15 kY a beam current of 0.20 p.A, and using
Tracor-Northern automation with a conventional ZAF
routine. Beam diameter varied from 10 to 50 pm
depending on the size of the grain. As broad a beam as
possible was used to prevent sample burn-up. The
following standards were used: syntletic Fe2O3,
almandine and siderite (Fe), rhodochrosite (Mn),
dolomite (Mg), anorthite and chlorite (Al) and LiF @.
The results of the electron-microprobe analyses,
together with the number of atoms per formula unit
(apfu) are listed in Table 3. The ideal formulae for the
members of the group are given in Table 4.

Thermogravimetric (TG) and evolved-gas (EG)
data were obtained from a modified Mettler TA-1
Thermoanalyzer and an attached Inficon IQ200
quadrupole mass spectrometer at the Royal Ontario
Museum, Toronto (Wicks & Ramik 1990). Samples
were lightly ground in HPlrC-grade acatone and stored

IIYITROTALCrIT

tu,
3.054
22.81
tu24

3
bidial (-)

t.5r l-1.531
r.495-1.529

2.06
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TABLE 3. COMFOSItfoliI OF CTTARMAruTE! QI]INTINTTE AI{D CARHIITE

1545

I
&mtfts2H

',f/o apfu
MCO 0.10 0.01
F€O 0.58 0.05
Feo:

2
chamdib-3I

sl'/o apftr

026 0.02
46.53 4.01
t6.49 1.98
720 r

26.54 18

--frM-

3
Quintinite-2r/

vf/o apfir
3r.19 3.95

0.74 0.05
t.l5 0.07

20.52 1.93
9,1'1 I

33.80 18

--89-

quintinite-3 f
rttr/o aptu

34.08 3.9E
029 0.o2
0.80 0.05

5
Cmhe-3?

rtf/o apfir
0.85 0.13

44.92 3.78

6
cmite-3r

tttf/o apfir
1.42 021

43.t3 3.56

r.7l 0.14
17.68 2.M
7.42 r

2833 lE

--86-

MnO 47.07
Alror 1721
coz 7.3o
HrO 26.70
F 0.10
GF -0.04
Total 

--68-

1.00
17.05
7.31

26.U
0.17

-0.07
--98.0-7-

21.t4 1.95
9.35 r

34.43 18

3.99
zo3
1.09

17.43
0.03

0.09

I
t7.95
0.0s

100.09
Chmeiie-2/tfmul,a €l@ktio bas€d on lE (O+F); all o&s fmula calolatim based m7 ffygms, Ming stoichiometric CO! Il2O ud OH.

l. Mmt Saht-Hilahe, Qudbc. Avemge of 14 malys. H2O md CO2 dotemined by TGA-EC.{-
2. Mont saint-Ililairc, (hrdbs. Avqage of 4 malys.
3. Jeupimga, SAo Pnrlo, kaziL Avemge of4@alys. TGA-EGA showatsGsbgemightlN mtorcd d l00ec (HzO) md4pec (H2O md Cq)to give a
totallwof42.l0yLo/o.Hwq,CO2andHrOevolvedat4ogc@notmlvedodlh@fmwcalulatedbystoich@€fiy. Thetotalelolatodweigbt
tN of CO2 + EzO - 43.50 vtyq clN to the detqmined total reight lw of 42.10 wLTo Total FeO = !.7? md w8 Frtitimed to 2+ ed 3+.
4. Mont Saint-Hihirs, Qudbc. Awge of3 ealyss. TotatFeO- l.0l mdwBprtitimedto2+ ud 3+.
5. Mont sainr-Ililaiis, Qtdb€. Avffigg of 3 eatys.
6. Mmt Royal Mqtrdal Qu€bc. Avemge of4 malys6.

TABI.E 4. IDEAL PORMUI.AII: (HANMAT.ITq QUINTIMTE AND CAR.EilTE

funsrite.2I', chmeitg3f

Quiffie-2|l, q"idinits3f

Cmftc3f

MrnAldOII)rCOr.rlrro
Mg4Alr(OE)uCOr€IIro
Fo.A{OII)'CO..3IlO

at79Vo RH. They were weighed directly in vacuum-
baked ft crucibles, subjected to high vacuum until
weight-stable, and then heated at looC/minute. Owing
to the scarcity of available material, tle determination
of H2O and CO2 contents was attempted only for
chaxmarite-2H from Mont Saint-Hilaire, Quebec, and
quintinite-2/lfrom Sdo Paulo, Brazil. For charmariG-
2II,TG-EG atalysis showed a two-stage weight loss of
H2O that was essentially gomFlete at376"C, gving a
total loss of H2O of 26.7 vtt.%o. The first-stage weight
loss, interpreted as loss of H2O, peated at 81"C, and
the second stage, interpreted as loss of OH, peaked at
262oC. The loss of CO2 began at approximately 300"C,
with smaller maxima at 4000, 538o, 635'C, and a morc
significant maximum at 739"C, and was essentiaUy
complete at 800oC. The total loss of CO2 is 7 .3 wt.Vo.
For quintinite-2f/, the TG curve shows strong maxima
at 100o (loss of HrO), 409o (loss of OH and CO) and
weak maxima at 5500, 700o and 895oC, witl a total
weight loss of 42.L(L) wt.7o. Unfortunately, there was
a complete overlap of HzO and CO2 evolution that
rendered it impossible to estimate the weight loss
of individual components. No gases otler than CO2
and H2O were detected by EG analysis, either in
quintinite-2l/ or charmarite-3 f.

There is extensive solid-solution between the Mg
and Fe end-members. An intermediate member with
Mg:Fe equal to 2.01:2.00 apfu has been found at

Mont Saint-Hilaire. Tlvo analyses of a zoned crystal,
also from Mont Saint-Hilaire, gave Mg:Fe equal to
2.64:1,.33 aad3.30:0.66 apfu. However, Mn substitution
for Fe in caresite-3?is rather restricted. The maximum
Mn found in numerous analyses was2.39 tttt%oMnO,
or less than 0.2 apfu. Mn was not detected in ttre
numerous analyses of quintinite-2/l and quintinite-3Z.
The maximum Fez* in the numerous analyses of
charmarite-2H and charmarite-3Z was found to be 1.05
wt.%oFeO, orless tlan 0.1 apfuF*.

The compatibility index 1 - (Ky'K") for cha:marite-
2lI, as derived from Gladstone-Dale calculations, is
0.038, which is classified as excellent (Mandarino
1981); for charmarite-3f, 1 - (K,"{<d is 0.016 (superior),
using only tle value of (0, as e was left undetermined
because the crystals were too rhin to measure in that
direction; for quintinite-2f/, I - (K]'{<c) is 0.008 (supe-
rior), for quintinite-3r, it is 0.011 (superior), and for
caresite-3Z, it is 0.030 (excellent).

C\armantn-2H and -37are attacked by l:1 HCI and
HNO3 with effervescence, and dissolve in 1:1 H2SOa
with effervescence. Quintinite-2H is attacked slightly
by 1:1 HCl, more strongly by 1:l HNO3, and very
strongly by 1:1 H2SO4, all with effervescence-
Quintinite-3lis attacked slightly by 1:1 HCl, strongly
by HNO3, and dissolves in 1:1 H2SOa. Caresite-3T
dissolves in 1:1 HCl, and is strongly attacked by 1:l
HNO: and HzSOa, with effervescence.

INFRARED ANALYSIS

The infrared spectra (Frg. 2) of all members of
the group were obtained using a Bomem Michelson
MB-120 Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer
with a diamond-anvil-cell microsampling device. The
spectra are very similar, with a broad double peak in
the 3100 - 3400 cm-t region, which represents the
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G-H stretching frequencies of H2O and OH groups.
H2O is confirmed bythepresence of the H-O-Hbending
mode at 1580 cm-l. The peak at 1360 cm-lis assigned
to the asymmetric stretching mode of CO3 (v3). The
peaks at 400 - 950 cm-t are complicated, and could not
be unequivocally assigned, although the peak in the
region of 950 cm-t may be assigned to tle OH-bending
mode. The v, and vamodes of CO. likely contribute to
the broad peak centered at 785 cm-l. The presence of a
shoulder at 1400 cm-ron the quintinite-2F and -37
spectra may indicate a lowering in the ideal C3, slm-
mety of the carbonate group (Hernandez-Morcto et al.
1985). Furthermore, they suggested that the lowering
of symmety of the carbonate group would result in the

C)()
E
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s
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2000
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Ftc. 2. Infrared spectra of the new species quintinite-2E, quintinite-3f, charmarite-2H,
charmarite-3 Z and caresite-3l

activation of the vr (symmetric stretching) mode of
COr. The gmall peak in the region of 1135 cm-r in the
quintinite-2ff and -3T spectra seems to confirm this.
The main difference between the spectra of the 4:2
minerals (this study) and the 6:2 minerals (Ferraro
1982, Jones & Jackson 1993) seems to be the lowering
of the frequencies in the OH stretching and H-O-H
bending modes, and ofthe broad peak in the 600 - 800
cm-l region.

X-RAY CRYSTAIOGRAPHY

Single-crystalX-ray precession studies show the 2/1
form of the 4:2 minerals to be hexagonal, space group
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TABI.E 5. X.MY POWDER.DIFFMCTION DATA:
QUINTINITET CIIARMARITE AND CARETIITE
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QUtN't'lNt'rE-3?' QUrN't'tNl't'E-zrt
hht

PQ22, and the 3T form to be trigonal, space group
P31,2 or P32L2. T\e cell parameters (Table 1) were
derived from single-crystal photographs and refined by
a least-squares method using X-ray powder-diffraction
data (Table 5). The powder data for hydrotalcite and
manasseite are presented in Table 6 for comparison.
Unlike the 6:2 minerals, the single-crystal photographs
of both 2H and 3I forms of the 4:2 minerals show
well-defined superlattice reflections that give rise to a
sftong subcell with c' = L/t asin60" = 3.05A and c' = c.

3.785 3JV7
2.603 2.6035
2.496 2.4952
2.341 23412
2.t66 2.1668
1.991 1.910
1.825 1.6250
t.537 1.5386
t.526 1.5286
1.495 1.495E
t.416 1.4151
1.314 13136
1.3011 1.3017
t2789 127E3
t2619 12616
t22M t,207
1.1705 1.1707

3.768 3.n55 004
2.743 2.7464 n0
2.7tr2 2.7V)1 nl
2.57E 2.5E10 v2
2.4t0 2.4109 n3
222t 2209 A4
2.031 2.0320 25
1.856 1.8556 26
1.585 1.5856 600
1.552 1.5517 W2
1.462 1.4619 6M
t.3252 r.3233 2.rO
1.2908 12905 444

The subcells of these 4:2 minerals resemble the cells of
tle co-rresponding 6:2 minerals (a = 3.L, c = 15.6 or
23.4 A;Taylot L973) and have the same space-group
symmetry, PQIwnc anld R3m, indicating a close struc-
tural relationship between the two gtoups of minerals.
The hexagonal trapezohedron observed as a prominent
form on crystals of quintinite-2H from 56o Paulo,
Brazil, indicates unequivocally that the crystals are
622, which is isomorphous with the space group
derived for the 2Ilforms of the 4:2 minerals.

100
90
J

40
5
40
40
l 0
5
20
20
5
l 0

7.57
3.778
2.622
2.570
2.531
22tl
1.932
t.721
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40
)
5
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2.6218 U
2.5709 22
2.5308 305
22t2t 225
1.9330 n8
t.72r5 2.10
r.6262 D..rr
r.5239 600
1.4939 603
1.456E n.B
r.4136 606

004
2,1
w,

224
225
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2E
600
6U2
604
22.t0
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443
@.12
a.t l
446
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70

70
5
60
l0
l 5
t 0
2n

30
5
l 0

100
50
40
50
40
l0
l0
l 5
70
5
5
5
5

7.55
3.770
2.670
2.469
2.346
2.0v2
t.973
1.8t7
t.747
t.@5
1.586
1.662
1.464
t.2577

7
3.746
2.625
2.314
t.948
t.729
1.631
1.55E
t.526
1.45E
1.440
1.3818
t.2478

7.545 003
3.7727 006
2.6690 222
2.47W 24
2.3492 25
2.0933 27
1.9708 2E
1.8164 00.12
r.7468 nJo
t.il69 n.\l
1.5E57 600
l.55lt 603
t.46lt 606
t.2577 2.t6
t.2576 00.18

CARESITE.3T

3.7449 006
2.6265 222
2.3156 25
t.9475 228
t.7281 22.t0
t.62W 22.t1
1.5596 600
t.5269 603
1.4565 22.t3
1.4398 606
1.3804 22.t4
1.249t 00.1E
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70 3.88
20 258
20 230
20 t,96
t0 l,8J
t0 l.?J
t0 t.65
20 1.53
20 l.Jo
l0 t28

018o0.12
w
@10
rz5,v)t6
2l t0
2|33920
2tt6
20
26
4010

qX
l m
20l, l l3
2V2
m3
2M,tt5
2r0,05
26
208
nl
l19

DrscussloN

The Mn and Fe end-members of the 4:2 minerals
are unique, whereas the Mg end-memberis not entird
new. Hydrotalcite was originally established as a
mineral species by Manasse in 1915 (Frondel 1941),
with the composition MggldOH)16COr.4HrO; it has
since been reported from a number of localities
(Frondel 1941, Roberts et at. 1990). dernf (1963)
reported a rhombohedral mineral from a quarZ-oligoclase
pegmatite in a serpentinite atVern| western Moravia,
Czech Republic, witl Mg:Al close to 2:1, and called
it hydrotalcite. A crystal-structure determination of
hydrotalcite was done on a4:2 crystal from this locality
(Allmann & Jepsen 1969). A hexagonal 4:2 rr'ineral
witl a composition identical to that of quintinrto-z?
was found in the evaporite deposits of the pre-Caspian
depression and in those of central Asia @rits er a/.
1 986, 1 987), and, the name manas s eite w as given to it.
As the cell contents for the Mg-Al 6:2 minerals are less
than one formula lulnit (Z = 0.25 for the 2H form, and
Z = 0.37 5 for the 3R form), and the Mg:Al ratio may vary
in synthetic hydrotalcite and hydrotalcite-like materials,
the general formula Mg1-^A1,(OH),1,*1,A1;-mH"Of , or
some variant of il is frequently used to represent these
compounds (Brindley & Klkkawa 1980, Mascolo &
Marino 1980, Serna et aL.7982, Miyata 1983, Drits el
a/. 1986, Pausch et aI.l986). In tlis general formula, A
is an exchangeable anion with valence of z, and.r is in
the range 0.2H.33 according to most authors. How-
ever, for minerals, r seems to be fixed at 0.25 in the 6:2
minerals and 0.33 n the 4:2 minerals. Intermediare
compositions have not been reported. The <1 value of
Z in the 6:2 minerals represents the smallest subcell in
the disordered sfructure. The true cell in the ordered 4:2
minerals is several times larger.

Allrnann & Lohse (1966), Ingram & Taylor (L967),
Allmann & Jepsen (1969) and Taylor (1973) showed
that tle structure of the 6:2 minerals is based on
positively charged brucite-like layers with interlayered
carbonate groups and HrO molecules. In the brucite-like
layers, tle octahedrally coordinated divalent and

trivalent cations are firlly disordered, whereas in tle
interlayers, the O atoms of carbonate groups and H2O
molecules are statistically distributed over a single set
of sites. In the numerous studies of the 6:2 minslals,
superlattice reflections have not been observed. In
contrast, well-defined superlattice reflections occur
nthe 4:2 minerals and strongly suggest the presence of
cation ordering. The fact that the superlattice reflec-
tions are much weaker for the Mg minerals than for the
Mn and Fe minerals further suggests tlat this ordering
occurs at the octahedral sites of the brucite-like layers.
This interpretation is consistent with results of infrared
studies of synthetic hydrotalcite-like compounds
(Hernandez-More\o et al. 1985), which show that
ordering ofoctahedrally coordinated cations is present
only in the 4:,2 compounds and not in the 6:2 com-
pounds. In their recent paper on the crystal chemisfy
of AIA4g+(OID,,(CO3).3H2O, Arakcheeva e/ al. (LW 6)
stated that a crystal-structure analysis on the material
from 56o Paulo, Brazil (quintinite-2f4 shows complete
order of all atoms.
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